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Lipid bilayers as potential ice nucleating agents†

Christopher M. Miles,a Pin-Chia Hsu,b Ann M. Dixon,a Syma Khalid,bc and Gabriele C.
Sosso∗a

Cellular damage is a key issue in the context of cryopreservation. Much of this damage is believed to
be caused by extracellular ice formation at temperatures well above the homogeneous freezing point
of pure water. Hence the question: what initiates ice nucleation during cryopreservation? In this
paper, we assess whether cellular membranes could be responsible for facilitating the ice nucleation
process, and what characteristics would make them good or bad ice nucleating agents. By means
of molecular dynamics simulations, we investigate a number of phospholipids and lipopolysaccharide
bilayers at the interface with supercooled liquid water. While these systems certainly appear to act as
ice nucleating agents, it is likely that other impurities might also play a role in initiating extracellular
ice nucleation. Furthermore, we elucidate the factors which affect a bilayer’s ability to act as an ice
nucleating agent; these are complex, with specific reference to both chemical and structural factors.
These findings represent a first attempt to pinpoint the origin of extracellular ice nucleation, with
important implications for the cryopreservation process.

1 Introduction
Cryopreservation is key to delivering the next generation of
medical treatments, such as regenerative and translational
medicine.3–5 The aim is to store biological material via freezing6,
which unfortunately results in some extent of cellular damage7–9.
Particularly when opting for the slow-freezing approach, it is es-
sential to control the formation of ice.10,11 Several so-called cry-
oprotectants12–14 have been identified to limit the growth rate of
the ice phase. However, to date we have little ability to affect the
ice nucleation process itself.

Almost invariably, extracellular ice formation during cryop-
reservation takes place at mild supercooling, that is at temper-
atures far higher than the onset of homogeneous nucleation for
pure water. This is indicative of the fact that ice nucleation must
occur heterogeneously, but which entities are responsible for this
process are yet to be determined. The extracellular, aqueous
medium contains a number of impurities. However, it is possi-
ble that the cellular membrane itself can act as an ice nucleating
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agent. In fact, previous studies1,15,16 suggest that certain com-
ponents of cellular membranes, such as cholesterol (CHL, see fig-
ure 1(c)), are excellent ice-nucleating agents, albeit the extent to
which phospholipids (which constitute the majority of the cellu-
lar membrane) can facilitate the formation of ice remains an open
question.

In this work, we investigate the potential of a diverse portfolio
of lipid bilayers — the building blocks of cellular membranes — as
ice nucleating agents. In particular, we systematically assess the
emergence of pre-critical ice nuclei at the interface between lipid
bilayers and supercooled water across systems containing increas-
ing amounts of cholesterol. We also consider lipids that possess a
net charge, so as to probe the effects of local electric fields on the
nucleation process. 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DPPC, see figure 1(a)) bilayers are prototypical models of cel-
lular membranes; having been the subject of many studies17–19,
both computational and experimental in nature. It’s worth not-
ing also that phosphatidylcholines (such as DPPC) are common
constituents of cellular membranes.20 Thus, DPPC is an excellent
candidate to further our understanding of ice formation in bio-
logical matter. 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylinositol
(DMPI, see figure 1(b)) is another phospholipid with a different
headgroup to DPPC, notably with a negative overall charge.

Additionally, we take into account asymmetric phospholipid-
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) membranes, coated (or otherwise) with
sugars. These LPS systems are representative of the outer mem-
brane of Gram-negative bacteria21,22 and are intended to probe
a complex biological system closer to actual cellular membranes
(which all exhibit a coating rich in sugar-based molecules, termed
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Fig. 1 The chemical structures of (a) DPPC (b) CHL and (c) DMPI. The
hydrogen bonding sites are coloured according to the palette reported in
figure 9.

the glycocalyx or pericellular matrix)23, as well as assessing
the effect of sugars on ice nucleation. Specifically, we look at
three membranes: one with a purely lipid A leaflet; the “deep
rough mutant” ReLPS, with two 3-deoxy-D-manno-octulosonic
acid (Kdo) units linked to each lipid A molecule; and RaLPS, with
the complete oligosaccharide core.24,25

We find that all the bilayers we have studied promote ice nu-
cleation to some extent, and that both the bilayer topology and
chemistry (particularly in terms of their ability to form hydro-
gen bonds with water molecules) have an impact on the efficacy
of the bilayer as an ice nucleating agent. Introducing CHL into
DPPC bilayers leads to a substantial increase in the structural or-
dering (and thus, the ice nucleating potential) of these systems,
although at naturally occurring concentrations (< 50mol%)20,26

it is not clear whether the CHL improves or lessens the ice nu-
cleating effect. Despite an increase in hydrogen bonding sites,
DMPI does not appear to act as a significantly better ice nucleat-
ing agent than DPPC. Finally, it appears that sugar-coated LPS can
also facilitate the formation of ice at the bilayer-water interface.

In contrast with previous work on CHL monolayers2, we find
that more ordered bilayers often are less efficient at nucleating
ice than less well ordered bilayers when there are multiple differ-
ent lipid constituents. We explain this apparent contradiction by
the reduced number and accessibility of hydrogen bonding sites
in these mixed bilayers. In particular, CHL embeds deeply into
DPPC bilayers, leaving its very active hydroxyl group mostly inac-

cessible.
By comparing the propensity for pre-critical ice nuclei to form

in the proximity of the bilayer with what we have previously
observed for CHL crystals1 (which are excellent ice nucleating
agents, active at only a few degrees below 0 °C)27, we can esti-
mate the potency of these systems relative to that of other biolog-
ical ice nucleators. While lipid bilayers do display some potential,
we conclude that cellular membranes alone cannot be the sole ice
nucleating agents responsible for the extracellular ice formation
observed in the context of cryopreservation. Thus, we hope that
our findings will make a contribution to the ongoing quest to-
wards the identification of what drives ice nucleation at the mild
supercooling, which characterises the emergence of extracellular
ice formation during slow-freezing protocols.

2 Methods

2.1 Simulation details
2.1.1 DPPC-CHL/DMPI Systems.

Eleven DPPC-CHL/DMPI lipid bilayer systems were constructed,
using CHARMM-GUI28–32, with 30 lipids per leaflet (60 per sys-
tem). The number of each lipid per system, together with the in-
plane dimensions of the simulation box, after equilibration and
quenching, are listed in table 1. The systems have square cross
sections so the x and y dimensions are the same. A water layer
30 Å thick was placed either side of the bilayers, using the molec-
ular dynamics package GROMACS33–39 (see figure 2).

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to probe the
emergence of pre-critical ice nucleation. The force-field used to
model the lipids was CHARMM3640–45 and the TIP4P/Ice46 force
field was used for the water molecules — this combination of
force fields has been shown to accurately reproduce the proper-
ties of supercooled liquid water and ice in recent studies47,48.
Three dimensional periodic boundary conditions were used. An
initial energy minimisation was carried out, using the SETTLE49

algorithm to constrain the geometry of the water molecules, and
the LINCS50 algorithm to constrain the bilayer geometry. Subse-
quently, a number of initial equilibration runs were carried out at
323.15 K, sampling the NV T ensemble, with three-dimensional
periodic boundary conditions. The fairly high temperature of
323.15 K was chosen to avoid the gel phase transition for DPPC,
which occurs at around 305–315 K.51

System Number of lipids per leaflet Box x
name DPPC CHL DMPI [nm]
Pure DPPC 30 - - 3.56
20 mol% CHL 24 6 - 3.56
40 mol% CHL 18 12 - 3.37
60 mol% CHL 12 18 - 3.37
80 mol% CHL 6 24 - 3.35
Pure CHL - 30 - 3.31
20 mol% DMPI 24 - 6 3.91
40 mol% DMPI 18 - 12 4.04
60 mol% DMPI 12 - 18 4.05
80 mol% DMPI 6 - 24 4.20
Pure DMPI - - 30 4.12

Table 1 Lipid composition of DPPC-CHL/DMPI systems simulated and
in-plane dimensions after equilibration and quenching

2 | 1–17Journal Name, [year], [vol.],



Fig. 2 Representative snapshot of (half of) a DPPC-CHL/water system, 40 mol% CHL (coloured in black). Water molecules are coloured in blue.
Within the DPPC molecules, carbon, oxygen, phosphorus and nitrogen atoms are coloured in cyan, red, yellow and blue, respectively. Hydrogen atoms
belonging to DPPC or CHL molecules are not shown. The water layer is in contact with an extended region of vacuum (see text).

Following these MD runs, the simulation box was elongated in
the z-direction up to 270 Å, adding a vacuum region* on either
side, in order to avoid artefacts caused by the slab geometry of
the system52. An equilibration run of 20 ns, sampling the NV T
ensemble at 323.15 K, was then carried out. Following the NV T
run, a longer N pT run, of 200 ns, was carried out in order to equi-
librate the system. Lipid bilayers on their own are capable of ex-
panding and contracting by a reasonably large factor under pres-
sure. A constant surface tension γs = 120mJm−2 was imposed.
This value of γs is consistent with literature53 results: the surface
tension of TIP4P/Ice water (29.8 mJm−2) multiplied by the num-
ber of interfaces (4), assuming that the value of γs is similar for
water-vacuum interfaces and water-bilayer interfaces.

Following equilibration, the systems were quenched from
323.15 K to 233.15 K at a rate of 2.25 Kns−1, under constant (am-
bient) pressure and imposed surface tension (120 mJm−2). The
systems were subsequently equilibrated at 233.15 K, using a 20 ns
run under the N pT ensemble with surface tension of 120 mJm−2.
Once equilibrated at 233.15 K, extended MD runs of 70 ns–3.8 µs,
depending on system, under the NV T ensemble were started. The
DPPC-CHL systems were all run for at least 3 µs, however this was
deemed unnecessary for the subsequent DPPC-DMPI and LPS sys-
tems.

* Figure 2 does not display these vacuum regions.

2.1.2 Lipopolysaccharide Systems.

Three asymmetric phospholipid-lipopolysaccharide (LPS) sys-
tems were simulated. These are representative of the outer
membrane of Gram-negative bacteria.21,22 The three systems
consisted of a phospholipid leaflet and a lipid A leaflet, with
varying amounts of sugars: 3-deoxy-D-manno-octulosonic acid
(Kdo), L-glycero-D-manno-heptose (Hep), D-glucose (Glc) and
D-galactose (Gal); coating the lipid A, distribution of these sugars
is illustrated in the ESI†. The phospholipid leaflets consist of
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE),
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol (POPG) and
1,10-palmitoyl-2,20-vacenoyl cardiolipin (PVCL2) for the Lipid A
and ReLPS systems and 1-palmitoyl-2-vacenoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoethanolamine (PVPE), 1-palmitoyl-2-vacenoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphoglycerol (PVPG) and PVCL2 for the RaLPS
system. The exact composition and in-plane dimensions, after
equilibration and quenching, of these bilayers can be found
in table 2. Again, the box x and y dimensions are equal. The
protocol discussed in the previous section for DPPC-CHL/DMPI
bilayers has been adopted for the LPS systems. Note that “lipid A”
is used to refer to both the system with no sugars (Lipid A)
as well as the lipid molecule itself; in an attempt to prevent
confusion, when the Lipid A system is meant, the L is capitalised.

2.2 Bond order parameters

In order to identify the ice nuclei, we have adopted the Steinhardt
local bond order parameters54. These work via an averaging of
the spherical harmonics of a chosen order, over the molecules
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System Lipid A ReLPS RaLPS
POPEa 145 145 90
POPGa 8 8 5
PVCL2 8 8 5
Lipid A 53 53 35
Kdo 0 106 70
Hep 0 0 140
Glc 0 0 105
Gal 0 0 35
Box x [nm] 9.14 9.48 7.94

aPVPE/PVPG for RaLPS

Table 2 Composition of LPS systems simulated (Number of molecules)
and in-plane dimensions after equilibration and quenching

within the first coordination shell. Commonly the order chosen
is 3, 4 or 6 for identifying cubic and hexagonal crystal structure.
The Steinhardt parameter, of order l, for a molecule i, is defined
as follows:

ql(i) =

√√√√ 4π

2l +1

l

∑
m=−l

|qm
l (i)|2 (1)

with the complex sub-parameters qm
l (i) defined thus:

qm
l (i) = 〈Y m

l (rij)〉 j∈1i

where 〈·〉i∈1i denotes an ensemble average over the first coordi-
nation shell, excluding i itself, rij is the vector from molecule i to
molecule j and Y m

l indicate the spherical harmonics.

2.3 Largest icy cluster per frame
The largest “icy cluster” per frame was computed using the
PLUMED2 software.55–57 These clusters were computed as fol-
lows:

1. Filter all water molecules by q6 (see equation (1)).

2. Compute contact matrix between molecules left after filter-
ing.

3. Determine which cluster is the largest.

Note that for the DPPC-CHL and DPPC-DMPI systems, the two
water layers are treated as one so it is truly the largest cluster per
frame; for the LPS systems, which are asymmetric, the two water
layers are treated separately, so we have two largest clusters per
frame, one from each side.

2.4 Bilayer ordering
2.4.1 SMAC collective variable.

The degree of order within the bilayers can be assessed in multi-
ple ways. The single molecule angle criteria (SMAC) is a collec-
tive variable which measures orientational order with respect to
a defined molecular axis.58 In our case, we define SMAC so that
it is high, approaching 1, for systems where lipid tails are close to
parallel; and lower for systems where lipids are more chaotically
oriented. To define the SMAC parameter si, for a particular lipid
molecule i, first we must define a molecular axis. In the case of
our simulations, the axis is chosen to follow the (first) tail of each
lipid in the bilayer with the exception of lipid A, where we use

each of the four primary chains and PVCL2, where we use both of
the primary chains.

We define a switching function f , which acts on the distance rij
between two lipids i and j:

f (rij) =
1

1+(2rij)6 ,

and set ni = Σi 6= j f (rij). Now we define another switching function
ψ, this time acting on the size of the coordination shell:

ψ(ni) = exp
(
−ni

6

)
.

Finally we define a Gaussian kernel function K, acting on the tor-
sional angle θi j defined between the molecular axes of two lipids
i and j:

K(θi j) = exp

(
−

θ 2
i j

2σ2

)
,

where σ is the width of the Gaussian; here we used σ = 0.58.
Now we are ready to define the SMAC parameter:

si =
(1−ψ(ni))Σi 6= j f (rij)K(θi j)

ni
.

The SMAC parameter was computed using the SMAC collective
variable from the PLUMED2 software.55–57 This collective vari-
able has typically been used in the past for nucleation studies
rather than for membrane ordering.59

2.4.2 Voronoi area per lipid.

A second measure for the spatial ordering of bilayers is to com-
pare the average surface area per lipid. This is achieved by com-
puting the accessible area for each lipid via the construction of a
Voronoi tessellation.60,61. In the case of CHL, the lone oxygen is
used as the vertex, whereas for DPPC and DMPI the central glyc-
erol carbon and the first carbon in each tail are used as vertices;
this is to account for the difference in size between cholesterol
and the phospholipids. These accessible areas were not computed
for the LPS systems, as the leaflet we are interested in (lipid A
with or without sugars) is homogeneous in-plane. For these sys-
tems, the average area per lipid A is computed by dividing the
total surface area by the number of lipid A molecules. The accessi-
ble areas were computed using the built in area per lipid function
of the FATSLiM package.62 This method for calculating surface
areas per lipid has been used extensively in previous membrane
simulation studies.19,60,61,63

2.5 Water orientation

The orientational order parameter, θ , for a given water molecule,
corresponds to the angle defined between the dipole moment
(acting from positive to negative charge density) and the bilayer
normal. An angle of θ = 0° indicates that the dipole moment is
pointing perpendicularly away from the bilayer, while an angle
of θ = 180° indicates where the dipole moment points toward the
bilayer (see figure 3).
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Fig. 3 Visual schematic of water dipole orientation at θ = 0° and θ = 180°.
The dipole moment (µ) for each water molecule and the bilayer normal
(N) on either side are displayed.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Ice nuclei at the lipid-water interface
Investigating heterogeneous ice nucleation by means of atomistic
simulation is a very challenging as well as computationally expen-
sive task.64–68 However, we have demonstrated in previous stud-
ies1,2,69,70 that quantifying the tendency for the pre-critical ice
nuclei to occur at the interface with a given material (compared
to the probability of occurring elsewhere within the water layer)
provides an indication of a given surface ice nucleating ability.

Figures 4 to 6 show the distribution of largest pre-critical ice
nuclei (see section 2.3) for the DPPC-CHL, DPPC-DMPI and LPS
systems. For these graphs, we include only those clusters which
contain at least 30 water molecules. The effect on the distribu-
tion of filtering by minimum sizes of 30 and 40 clusters is shown
in the ESI.† A minimum of 30 was chosen as this avoids includ-
ing the effect wherein small clusters form at the vacuum inter-
face preferentially compared to in the bulk. A minimum of 40
was considered too strict as only around 6.5 % of frames in the
DPPC-CHL/DMPI systems contained such a cluster. In compari-
son, around 30 % of frames in these systems contained a cluster
of 30 or more molecules. Due to being considerably larger in-
plane, the corresponding percentages of frames are much higher
for the LPS systems.

We start our discussion with the DPPC-CHL systems (figure 4).
Firstly, we notice that all of these bilayers, independent of the
composition, facilitate the formation of ice nuclei at their inter-
face with water. Interestingly, DPPC alone shows a similar ice
nucleating potential to pure CHL, despite the fact that the DPPC-
water interface is much more diffuse than the CHL-water one —
that is to say the hydration layer for DPPC extends to a much

greater extent. In previous work, we have provided experimen-
tal evidence of the activity of CHL monolayers as a function of
surface coverage.2 These systems display ice nucleating activity
below −15 °C, whilst crystalline CHL can nucleate ice at much
warmer temperatures (∼ −5 °C). As such, we believe that DPPC
bilayers would display a weak ice nucleating activity, compared
to potent biological ice nucleating agents such as CHL crystals,1

Pseudomonas syringae71,72 or pollen73–76. As we increase the
content of CHL within the bilayer, the probability density at the
bilayer-water interface decreases, reaching a minimum for the
40 mol% CHL composition, and then rises again until we reach
pure CHL. As we shall discuss in greater detail in the next sec-
tions, this is due to both the structural order of the bilayers as
well as the interplay between the hydrogen bonding sites pro-
vided by both DPPC and CHL. A comparison between the pure
CHL bilayer, CHL crystals1 and CHL monolayers2 can be found in
the ESI†, such bilayers appear to have similar, if not greater, ice
nucleating potential than monolayers, but are much less active
than crystalline CHL.

Similar trends are observed in the case of the DPPC-DMPI sys-
tems (figure 5). In fact, pure DMPI appears to be even more
active than pure CHL, with a very pronounced peak of the prob-
ability density for the ice nuclei at the bilayer-water interface. In
addition, the decrease of said peak as we progressively increase
the DMPI fraction of the bilayer is less pronounced in comparison
to the analogous trend in DPPC-CHL. Aside from the greater po-
tential of DMPI to form hydrogen bonds with water, we will see
in the next sections that the degree of order within DPPC-DMPI
bilayers follows a different trend with respect to DPPC-CHL.

Finally, we consider the sugar-coated lipids, which offer a closer
representation of the outer layer of the cellular membrane. These
are asymmetric systems: as illustrated in figure 6, the “left” side
of the bilayer features a phospholipid-water interface, whilst the
“right” side of the bilayer presents lipid A (either sugar-coated or
not). Focusing first on the phospholipid leaflet alone (left side),
we observe a limited (certainly less pronounced than what we
have observed for the majority of DPPC-CHL/DMPI systems) in-
crease of the probability density for the ice nuclei to form within
the interfacial region. Moving onto the right side of the mem-
brane, it appears that Lipid A alone (top panel of figure 6) has
little, if any, ice nucleating potential, as the probability for the icy
clusters to form at the lipid-water interface is basically identical
to that which we observe within the bulk of the water layer. How-
ever, the situation changes when introducing the sugars - see the
ReLPS and RaLPS systems in figure 6. The case of RaLPS initially
appears intriguing, as we see a substantial number of ice nuclei
even within the extended sugar-water interface, where the water
density is much lower than in the bulk of the water layer. This is
indicative of high potency at nucleating ice of the RaLPS system
but not inconsistent with the fact that ice cannot appear in under-
coordinated water. In fact, water is not evenly dispersed within
the sugar layer and, while the average water density is around
0.6 gcm−3, this is arranged in pockets of fully coordinated water,
see the ESI† for a visualisation of the RaLPS sugar distribution.

In summary, we have seen that DPPC-CHL/DMPI bilayers pro-
mote ice nucleation at the water-bilayer interface, albeit to a
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Fig. 4 Probability density fice(z) (black, solid) for (unsigned) z-distance of water molecules, within a largest icy cluster, from the centre of mass of
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much lesser extent than biological ice nucleating agents such as
pollen or cholesterol crystals. In particular, homogeneous bilayers
of DPPC, CHL and DMPI appear to have the largest such effect,
although this is much more apparent in comparison with mixed
DPPC-CHL bilayers than with DPPC-DMPI. We also saw that the
sugar coatings of LPS membranes show some potential as ice nu-
cleating agents. In the next section, we aim to explain some of
these trends by investigating the structural properties of the bi-
layers.

3.2 Bilayer ordering

In order to characterise the structure, and particularly the degree
of order within the different bilayers, we have utilised the SMAC
parameter (see section 2.4.1). This quantity combines an indica-
tion of the local density of the lipids with a measure of the order
within the bilayer. High (or low) values of the SMAC order pa-
rameter correspond to a higher (or lower) degree of order within
the system. The results are summarised in Figure 7 as a func-
tion of the composition of the bilayer. For DPPC-CHL and DPPC-
DMPI, we report the average values of the SMAC parameter for
each lipid type as well as for the bilayers as a whole, whilst in the
case of the (asymmetric) LPS systems, we report the value of the
SMAC for the two leaflets of the bilayers separately.

In the case of the DPPC-CHL system, we observe that the ad-
dition of up to 40 mol% of CHL progressively increases the or-
der within the bilayer, both for the DPPC and the CHL compo-
nents. This effect is well-known19,61,77 and seems to cease for
CHL fractions higher than 40 mol%. In fact, pure DPPC and pure
CHL bilayers are characterised by very similar degree of struc-
tural order — which is lower than any of the mixed systems. It
is interesting to note that bilayers found in nature typically have
CHL content ranging from 0–50 mol%20,26. These results are in
(apparent) contradiction with the trends we have illustrated in
figure 4, as the most ordered DPPC-CHL bilayers and particularly
the 40 mol% CHL system show the weakest indication of the pref-
erence for the ice nuclei to form at the bilayer-water interface. In
other words, the most ordered bilayers seem to display the weak-
est ice nucleating potential, which is in direct contradiction with
our previous findings on CHL self-assembled monolayers2, where
we found that the ice nucleating ability of those systems is clearly
directly proportional to the degree of structural order within the
system. This conundrum will be addressed (and in fact, resolved)
in the next section.

In contrast to the DPPC-CHL systems, DPPC-DMPI bilayers are
characterised by very different structural trends as a function of
the content of DMPI. Pure DPPC and pure DMPI are more ordered
than any of the mixed systems, i.e. the opposite situation if com-
pared with DPPC-CHL. Adding DMPI to DPPC induces a degree
of structural disorder, which is largely due to the DMPI compo-
nent, whilst the DPPC component displays very similar values of
the SMAC parameter throughout the entire composition range.
Again, this is a very different situation from what we have ob-
served for DPPC-CHL, where the degree of order with respect to
the DPPC and CHL components is very similar. The crucial differ-
ence between adding CHL and DMPI to DPPC is that CHL is much

smaller than DPPC, whilst DMPI is very similar to DPPC (the only
structural differences being located within the lipid headgroups).
Given that the trend of DPPC-DMPI in terms of ice nucleating
ability is similar to that of DPPC-CHL (see figure 5), this struc-
tural analysis appears even more confusing, as it is unclear why
two systems with very different degrees of structural order should
facilitate the formation of ice nuclei at the bilayer-water interface
to a very similar extent. The key to this apparent contradiction
is in the ability of these systems to form hydrogen bonds with
the water phase, as we shall discuss in greater detail in the next
section.

Another morphological property characterising the DPPC-CHL
and DPPC-DMPI bilayers is the packing density. We can look at
this simply by considering the box size, but in order to obtain
a more insightful analysis we approximate the area per lipid via
a Voronoi tessellation (see section 2.4.2). Figure 8 shows this
Voronoi area per lipid for the DPPC-CHL and DPPC-DMPI sys-
tems. These values are higher for the DPPC-DMPI systems than
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for the DPPC-CHL systems; due to the fact that DMPI has a larger
headgroup than DPPC, while CHL is significantly smaller. In the
case of DPPC-CHL, the trends appear to correspond closely with
the trends in SMAC, with DPPC taking up less space on average in
the 40 mol% CHL system. An interesting observation is that CHL
has a similar Voronoi area per lipid across all systems except for
the 20 mol% CHL system, where the area per lipid computed is sig-
nificantly lower. In the DPPC-DMPI systems, the trend is broadly
linear, increasing with mol% DMPI, this can be simply explained
by the fact that DMPI has a larger headgroup than DPPC.
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We have not computed Voronoi areas for the LPS systems since
the differences between those systems are along the z-axis and
not in the xy-plane. However the average surface area per lipid A
molecule can be calculated by simply taking the cross-sectional
area of the box and dividing by the number of molecules, this

gives average lipid A areas per lipid of 157.6, 169.7 and 180.2 Å
2

for the Lipid A, ReLPS and RaLPS systems respectively. In the
LPS systems, the addition of sugars to lipid A (i.e. from Lipid A,
with no sugars, to ReLPS and RaLPS with the most extended
sugar coating) results in an only marginal increase in terms of
its order within ReLPS compared to pure (i.e. no sugars) Lipid A
and a much more noticeable disordering effect for lipid A within
RaLPS. Note that in every LPS system, lipid A is far more dis-
ordered than any component within DPPC-CHL or DPPC-DMPI

systems. The fact that the phospholipids leaflets appear to be less
ordered as we move from Lipid A to ReLPS and RaLPS is partially
due to the increasing surface area per lipid, causing the SMAC
to be lower. Overall, the LPS systems are much more disordered
than the DPPC-CHL and DPPC-DMPI bilayers. We have seen that
Lipid A alone is not effective at all in facilitating the emergence
of ice nuclei at the interface with the bilayer. However, the even
more disordered ReLPS, and particularly RaLPS, display some po-
tential as ice nucleating agents. This is despite the fact that defin-
ing a set of molecular axis to compute a meaningful value of the
SMAC order parameter for the very disordered sugars fraction in-
volved with ReLPS and RaLPS is not even possible.

Having explored the structural differences between the systems
under consideration, we will move in the next section onto a dis-
cussion of the interactions between the bilayers and the water
phase, studying the hydrogen bonds between the two.

3.3 Hydrogen bonding

The ability of a given surface to form hydrogen bonds with wa-
ter is an important factor in determining its ice nucleating activ-
ity1,64,78,79. As an example, we have previously identified the
amphiphilicity (i.e. the ability to act as both hydrogen bond ac-
ceptor or donor) of the −OH groups of CHL to be crucial to its
ice nucleating potential1,2, albeit the structure of the surface it-
self can play an even more important role (with ordered crystals
being much more efficient that self-assembled monolayers). In
this section, we investigate the emergence of hydrogen bonds be-
tween our bilayers and the water phase.

The results are summarised in Figure 9, which illustrates the
average number of hydrogen bonds between each bilayer and the
largest icy cluster per frame (see section 2.3) as a function of the
bilayer composition. For the DPPC-CHL and DPPC-DMPI systems,
hydrogen bonds are reported by bonding site (see figure 1) and
whether the hydrogen bond is donated or accepted by the bilayer,
if applicable. For the LPS systems, the hydrogen bonds are re-
ported with reference to each residue instead.

We begin with the DPPC-CHL systems. In this case, the number
of hydrogen bonds between the largest icy clusters and the CHL
molecules is proportional to the CHL content. Only a negligible
number of hydrogen bonds form below 40 mol% CHL, though, as
for such small fractions the CHL molecules tend to sit very close
to the centre of the bilayer, thus becoming inaccessible to the wa-
ter phase. This trend can be appreciated by observing that, as
illustrated in figure 4, for the 20 and 40 mol% CHL systems there
is very little overlap between the extent of the population of the
icy clusters along the z-direction and the CHL density. In turn,
this is due to the low water density so far into the bilayer-water
interface, where the DPPC density is conversely quite high.

Trends for hydrogen bonds between water and DPPC are less
clear, fluctuating rather than showing any clear connection to the
content of DPPC. DPPC has eight hydrogen bonding sites (see
figure 1), of which five are especially deep within the bilayer-
water interface (the four “tailgroup oxygens” and the innermost
phosphate oxygen). As such, the increased water density around
these sites increases the total number of hydrogen bonds even
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as the DPPC proportion decreases; we see this trend clearly in
figure 9, with the two lowest bars peaking at 60 mol% CHL. While
this effect of water density around bonding sites versus actual
number of bonding sites is clearest for these five sites, it seems
logical that a similar but smaller effect is present for the other
three bonding sites, which are all partially submerged within the
bilayer.

Crucially, these results explain the apparent contradiction we
have highlighted in the previous section. DPPC-CHL bilayers with
20 and 40 mol% CHL are the most ordered (due to the structural,
“condensing” effect61,77 of CHL), but because the CHL hydrogen
bonding sites are inaccessible to the water phase, the ice nucleat-
ing potential of these systems as a whole is inferior to that of e.g.
the pure DPPC or CHL bilayers, despite the fact that the latter are
less ordered than any of the mixed systems.

The situation is somewhat different for the DPPC-DMPI sys-
tems. As these two lipids are much more similar to each other
in comparison to the differences between DPPC and CHL, the
number of hydrogen bonds between either DPPC or DMPI and
the icy clusters is proportional to the composition of each lipid.
The one exception to this trend can be observed at either end of
the mol% DMPI range: both the 20 and 80 mol% DMPI systems
clearly show a higher number of hydrogen bonds than one would
expect from a linear relationship between lipid content and num-
ber of hydrogen bonds. This can be explained by considering the
differences between the DPPC and DMPI headgroups: the DMPI
headgroup is larger than the DPPC one and characterised by a
considerably higher number of hydrogen bonding sites. As such,
the higher-than-expected number of hydrogen bonds for 20 and
80 mol% DMPI systems is most likely due to increased water den-
sity around the DMPI headgroup hydrogen bonding sites.

It is also evident that DMPI forms, on average, more hydrogen
bonds with the icy clusters than DPPC. This can be attributed to
the far greater number of bonding sites: thirteen, in the case of
DMPI, five of which can donate or accept hydrogen bonds, com-
pared to eight for DPPC — which can only act as a hydrogen
bond acceptor. Interestingly, these results in terms of the hy-
drogen bonding are entirely consistent with the slightly higher
ice nucleating activity of pure DMPI as compared to pure DPPC
(see figures 4 and 5). Note that, in contrast to DPPC-CHL bilay-
ers, mixed DPPC-DMPI are more disordered than the pure com-
ponents (see figures 7 and 8); however, the higher potential of
DMPI to facilitate hydrogen bonds between the bilayer and the
water phase, explains why even fairly disordered mixed DPPC-
DMPI systems display ice nucleating potential which is equal or
greater than their DPPC-CHL counterparts.

In the case of the LPS systems, the number of hydrogen bonds
between the phospholipid leaflet and water is, as expected, very
similar across the different bilayers. Stark differences can instead
be observed between the LPS leaflets, where the hydrogen bond-
ing increases as a function of the amount of sugars in the system.
This is consistent with the evidence we have reported in figure 6.
In contrast with the ReLPS and RaLPS systems, the Lipid A system
does not facilitate the formation of ice nuclei at the water-bilayer
interface. The latter in particular forms a large number of hydro-
gen bonds between the Hep residues within the sugar coating and

the water, within a region where the water density is in fact quite
low. In the RaLPS system, and to a lesser extend the ReLPS sys-
tem, we note that we have a greatly increased surface area and
therefore number of accessible hydrogen bonds, due to the way
that the sugars sit within the water. It is particularly interesting
to observe that lipid A forms more hydrogen bonds in the RaLPS
system than in the ReLPS system, despite reduced accessibility to
its bonding sites; this suggests that RaLPS acts as an especially
potent ice nucleating surface.

In summary, this analysis highlights the importance of the in-
terplay between the hydrogen bonding potential of the individual
components of the bilayer and the structural order of the mem-
brane. Specifically, there is a clear correlation between the extent
of hydrogen bonding and the ability of the bilayer to induce the
formation of ice nuclei at its interface with water. However, it is
key for the water phase to be able to access the hydrogen bond-
ing sites of the different components within a given bilayer. In the
next section we will build on these results, exploring the connec-
tion between hydrogen bonding and the orientation of the water
molecules at the interface with the bilayers.

3.4 Water orientation

It is widely accepted that the structure of liquid water can be
severely affected by the presence of both hydrophobic and hy-
drophilic surfaces80. This “structuring” effect has also been put
forward as a key factor regarding the ice nucleating ability of a
given surface81,82. Here, we focus on the orientational order of
the water molecules, as a function of their distance from the cen-
tre of the bilayers. In particular, we have investigated the changes
in the average value of the angle θ defined by the water dipole
moment and the z-axis of the simulation box (perpendicular to
the bilayers plane). The results are reported in Figures 10 and 11
as color maps, in conjunction with the density of the water phase
— also as a function of the distance from the centre of the bilayer.
As expected, the average value of θ in the “bulk region” of the wa-
ter phase, that is, far enough from the bilayer, is 90°. This result
provides further evidence that our simulated water layer is thick
enough to behave as bulk water, as discussed in greater detail in
the ESI.†

A rather interesting trend can be observed for the DPPC-CHL
systems: for pure DPPC, θ is on average lower than 90°, which
indicates that the dipole moment of the water molecules tends to
point toward the bilayer (see figure 3). This is consistent with the
fact that all of the hydrogen bonding sites on DPPC are acceptors.
As the CHL content increases, however, the average value of θ

at the water-bilayer interface progressively moves toward values
higher than 90°. This behaviour can be explained by noticing that
the −OH groups of CHL can act as both acceptors and donors for
hydrogen bonds. For DPPC-DMPI systems, the average values of
θ remains below 90° across the entire composition range. This
is because many DMPI hydrogen bonding sites are, like DPPC,
acceptors only.

In the case of the LPS systems, the extent of the hydration lay-
ers, particularly for the sugar-coated ReLPS and RaLPS, results
in a low-density water region that makes any quantitative assess-
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ment of the average orientation of the water molecules rather
challenging. Overall, we do observe a tendency for lipid A alone,
as well as the phospholipid leaflet alone, to display similar trends
as pure DPPC or DMPI. What is interesting is the fact that ReLPS
and particularly RaLPS appear to still be able to facilitate ice nu-
cleation (see Figure 6) despite the absence of water structuring
and the extent of the hydration layer.

4 Conclusions
Exploring the possibility that lipid bilayers, the building blocks
of cellular membranes, can act as ice nucleating agents is key
to furthering our understanding of the microscopic mechanisms
ruling the current and future cryopreservation protocols. This is
especially true when adopting slow-freezing techniques, given the
fact that ice nucleation appears to occur at very mild supercooling
— or at far warmer temperatures than those associated with the
onset of homogeneous ice nucleation.

In this work, we have investigated the ice nucleating ability
of three classes of lipid bilayers across a range of different com-
positions, by quantifying the tendency for pre-critical ice nuclei
to form at the water-bilayer interface. We have found that most
of these lipid bilayers display some potential as ice nucleating
agents. By comparing our results with those we have obtained
(and cross-validated with experimental evidence) for CHL crys-
tals1 as well as self-assembled monolayers2, we argue that the ice
nucleating activity of these bilayers is bound to be much weaker
than that of the most effective biological agents; such as some
varieties of pollen, some steroid crystals or specific bacterial frag-
ments.71–76

Interestingly, the ice nucleating ability of single-component bi-
layers, e.g. DPPC, CHL and DMPI only, appears to be slightly
stronger than what we have observed for mixed systems. This is
due to the interplay between the structural order of the bilayer
and the ability of the individual components to form hydrogen
bonds with water. For instance, DMPI is more active than both
DPPC and CHL — due to its higher number of hydrogen bonding
sites per molecule. However, we have identified the accessibil-
ity of these hydrogen bonding sites to be paramount in facilitat-
ing the emergence of ice nuclei at the bilayer-water interface. In
mixed systems, some components might be buried deep in the
bilayer, thus preventing the water from reaching those hydrogen
bonding sites in the first place. For instance, the addition of CHL
in DPPC bilayer substantially increases the structural order of the
whole system: however, the CHL molecules sit in the middle of
the bilayer, away from the hydration layer and thus lowering the
overall density of available hydrogen bonding sites within the sys-
tem.

In addition, we have found that sugar-coated lipids show some
potential as ice nucleating agents as well. This is important, as
bacterial and animal cellular membranes are more often than not
coated with a sugar phase (which forms the so-called pericellu-
lar matrix). While lipid A alone appears to have no impact at
all on the formation of ice nuclei (despite offering multiple, ac-
cessible hydrogen bonding sites), both the ReLPS and even more
so the RaLPS system display a strong tendency to facilitate the
emergence of ice nuclei within the hydration layer. This is sur-

prising, as the sugar phase is very disordered and generates an
extended hydration layer where the water density is quite low.
On the other hand, some residues within the sugar phase offer a
substantial number of hydrogen bonding sites. These considera-
tions are also reflected in the structuring of the water phase at the
interface with the bilayers, which we have quantified by looking
at the orientation of the water molecules as a function of their
distance from the centre of the bilayer.

As a whole, our findings suggest that, while the building blocks
of cellular membranes do display some potential as ice nucleat-
ing agents (including the sugar-coated systems), it is likely that
other entities are responsible for the onset of ice nucleation at
the mild supercooling reported in the context of cryopreservation
protocols. Whilst the quest to identify what exactly is responsi-
ble to trigger ice nucleation when dealing with slow-freezing ap-
proaches remains unanswered, we have elucidated the interplay
between structural order, hydrogen bonding potential and, cru-
cially, the accessibility of the hydrogen bonding sites as the key
factors at the heart of the ice nucleating ability of lipid bilayers.
These findings represent a step forward toward a more complete
understanding of heterogeneous ice nucleation in biological mat-
ter and call for further work aimed at the systematic investigation
of a diverse portfolio of biological compounds at the molecular
level.
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